From Washington, DC

Take I-95 North to MD Route 175 West (Columbia). As you exit 95 on the right, you stay in the left lane (come to one traffic light) and will be turning left to cross over I-95 (come to a second traffic light). Continue to the next traffic light, which will be Route 108. Go through the light at 108 and get in the right hand lane where there is an overhead sign, which says Gateway Drive. As you exit onto Gateway Drive the road curves to the left and brings you into Gateway Industrial Park. Take the third right (which will say Gateway Drive as well) and then the fifth driveway on the left. Our building has large green letters, which say “TCOM”. The front entrance is in the middle of the building.

From Baltimore, MD

Take I-95 South to MD Route 175 West (Columbia). As you exit 95 on the right, you stay in the right lane. Continue to the next traffic light, which will be Route 108. Go through the light at 108 and get in the right hand lane where there is an overhead sign, which says Gateway Drive. As you exit onto Gateway Drive the road curves to the left and brings you into Gateway Industrial Park. Take the third right (which will say Gateway Drive as well) and then the fifth driveway on the left. Our building has large green letters, which say “TCOM”. The front entrance is in the middle of the building.